WHY CHOOSE TUTORING?
Tutoring has proven to be effective if you
choose the right tutor. Many companies and
individuals claim to offer tutoring, but most
programs are ineffective. At Tutor for Good,
we offer customized solutions. Our tutors
can quickly assess your individual needs,
regardless of whether you are being tutored
online or in person.

Tutor for Good

OUR TUTORS
Tutor for Good is different from other
tutoring companies. Our tutors exceed the
industry’s standard for instruction. All of our
tutors have at least a bachelor’s degree and
teaching experience. In addition, every tutor
undergoes a double background check, and
specialized training, to ensure that only the
best make it. For us, education and
experience isn’t an option, it’s a
requirement!

Questions? Comments?
Contact Us Toll Free:
1-866-503-0118 extension 1

As education becomes more competitive, we
can ensure that students are prepared!

AT FEES YOU CAN AFFORD
Whether it’s for No Child Left Behind, or for
personal reasons, our tutoring can often
save your institution more than the cost of
other companies alone.

https://www.tutorforgood.org/
Tutor for Good is the tutoring division of
Felicity Motivational Group
http://www.felicitymotivational.org/
© 2013 Felicity Motivational Group, Inc.
All Rights Reserved.

Free. Online. Tutoring.

NO CHILD LEFT BEHIND?

THE TFG ADVANTAGE
Tutor for Good is the premier source for
educational services including tutoring,
essay editing, life coaching, motivational
speaking, and advisement. Powered by the
most recent technology, and staffed with
expert, certified professionals, our learning
system offers customized solutions, for
students of all ages, including:

COMMON SYMPTOMS
The following are indicators that your child
may need tutoring:
1. An inability to grasp new concepts
When a student barely passes one class, and
then moves on to a higher, harder level, the
results can be disastrous unless a tutoring
intervention is taken.

Or so we think? Truth is, the field of
education is both tough and competitive.
Classrooms are filled to capacity, teachers
are overworked, and there is often not
enough time in the school day to get
everything covered, reviewed, and
reinforced. The end result? High drop-out
rates and under-prepared students.

1.FREE, Comprehensive online tutoring
available for select subjects at all grade
levels, including college and graduate school
2. Voice and video recorded sessions,
allow students to review their past sessions
at their convenience, and download it to
their computer or MP3 if necessary.

This is often caused by the teacher’s method
of conveyance. Here at Tutor for Good, we
work with your child by portraying the same
information in different ways to ensure that
our students really understand it.

At the end of the day, no program, private
or public, can substitute for the
involvement and intervention of a parent.
But for parents with a busy schedule
finding the time to help “Robert and Sally”
with their homework can be challenging.
At Tutor for Good we understand that
today’s parents have to juggle a double
load of both a career and home. We offer
real solutions and services to ensure that
your child doesn’t get left behind!

3.Free Resources section with downloads

3. Silly, repetitive mistakes

National reports show that 30% of all
students in public high schools do not
graduate. This percentage is much
higher for minority students in urban
areas.

and articles to help parents, teachers, and
students alike, gain an appreciation for
education.

4.Secure, state of the art encryption
ensures a protected interface for instruction
5.Dynamic whiteboard, with numerous
math and science symbols

2. Short attention span

This is often caused by students who forget
to carefully examine the methods that they
are using to solve problems. At Felicity
Motivational, we teach our students
organizational and analysis skills to ensure
that they don’t make they don’t make the
same mistakes again.
4. Anxiety
When one starts to fear a subject; the result
is a lack of confidence in the subject matter.
Symptoms of anxiety include nausea, and a
sudden loss of memory in regards to
formulas and concepts.

